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Institute for Transuranium Elements (ITU) has worked in the area of nuclear forensic science
since 1992 when the first seized sample was analysed. From the beginning the analytical tools
for seized materials were adapted from safeguards measurements and from materials science.
Especially in the view of the origin determination the spectrum of parameters to be taken into
account had to be widened. In addition to the development of a comprehensive database on
nuclear materials for power reactor fuels, experimental investigations were started to identify
characteristic parameters. These systematic investigations comprised the development of
methodologies for age determination of Pu and highly enriched uranium, surface roughness
determination of UO2 pellets and n(! O)/n(16O) measurements in uranium oxides. However, a
more profound understanding on the nature of the characteristic chemical impurities and their
propagation throughout the entire process appeared necessary in particular for uranium
materials.

Therefore a systematic research programme was launched in order to better understand which
chemical impurities might be considered as characteristic for the origin of the base material.
On the other hand some impurities are introduced intentionally during the processing of the
material. These impurities might be characteristic for the process used or for the plant where
the material was processed. We carried out impurity measurements on uranium ores, on
intermediate products (Ammoniumdiuranate or yellow cake) and on (natural) uranium oxides,
hence "vertically" throughout the process in individual facilities. «(18O)/«(!6O) ratio
measurements have been proven to provide useful additional information on the geographic
origin of the materials. We therefore investigated the o(18O)/n(16O) isotope ratios in these
different compounds, in order to obtain further experimental evidence for a consistent set of
materials reportedly originating from the same geographic location.

Furthermore, we performed measurements of impurities and the n(18O)/n(16O) ratio in a set
of uranium dioxide pellet samples (from different production batches) that had been produced
in the same facility. This "horizontal" comparison (same facility and same material type) aims
at providing information on the consistency of data obtained and on the variation in the level
and the relative abundance of some impurities.

A better understanding of the propagation of chemical impurities from the base material to the
final product and the correlation between the relative concentrations of individual impurities
is important in the definition of characteristic impurities for nuclear forensic purposes.
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